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No  one  ever  bought  anything  in  an  elevator.
 
The purpose of an elevator pitch isn't to close the sale.
The goal isn't even to give a short, accurate, Wikipedia-standard description of you or 
your project.
And the idea of using vacuous, vague words to craft a bland mission statement is dumb. 
No, 

the purpose of an elevator pitch is to describe 
a situation or solution so compelling that the 
person you're with wants to hear more even 

after the elevator ride is over.
                                                                                                              ~ Seth Godin

appeal  &  attract   
Don’t repel.
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who? you to anyone interested in listening
 
what? a brief statement about who you are, 

what your business is, and 
why it is special

 
when? anytime you have the opportunity to initiate a

conversation or respond to the simple questions, 
“What do you do?”, “Where do you work?”, etc.

 
where? locations are limitless and include: conventions,

business gatherings, social gatherings of all kinds,
everyday places (standing in the check-out line, restaurant 
waiter, etc.), school events, website, email, the press,
and of course...elevators!

 
why? to build relationships and increase brand awareness

so that you and your business can thrive
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source   Dr. Mike Butera 
http://jumpstartfoundry.com/2012/03/26/elevator-dissertation/
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Writing your elevator speech
Here are the basic elements of an elevator speech for introducing yourself. Just fill in the 
blanks.

 
 

Greeting___________________________________________________________
__
(“Hi,” “Hello,” “Good morning/afternoon/evening”)
 
Your Name
 
_________________________________________________________________
___
(“I’m…”/“My name is…”)
 

 
Title  organization 
_____________________________________________________
(“I’m a labor & employment attorney with Smart & Verbal, LLP”/“I’m President of Awesome 
College”/“My company is Vital Services Corporation”)
 

 
What you  do (including your Value Proposition)
 
_________________________________________________________________
___
 
_________________________________________________________________
___
(“We come up with new strategies to take care of old workplace problems”/”We educate the 
next generation to use the technology of the future”/”We take the hassle out of finding the 
best healthcare professionals”)
Your Value Proposition is what makes you special. What distinguishes you from other similar 
organizations?
 

source  Drs. Janet and Neal Larsen Palmer
Communication Excellence Institute
http://www.talk2cei.com/ezine/archive/vol5_num4.asp
 

 
 

PFCI TIPS:  Use strong verbs & descriptive adjectives!
   Be clear and concise, < 30 seconds.
  Communicate your brand.
   Smile as you talk.
   90% clear content + 10% intrigue    (not the other way around!)
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Crafting your “Elevator Speech”
 

To develop your speech you can do the following:
 

Know Who You Are – In order to convince anyone that you are the right person to help them 
you need to know why you are the right person to help them.  You will need to know what 
benefits you can bring to someone as well as what problems that you can solve.

Ask yourself the following questions:
● What are my strengths?
● What adjectives best describe me?
● What do I want people to know about me?

 
 

Create an Outline – Use bullet points to create an outline.  Don’t spend time on details yet.
Below are some questions that you can use to begin your outline:

● Who am I?
● What’s unique about me or what I do?
● What do I have to offer?
● What problem can I solve?
● What contributions can I make?
● What do I want the person that I’m speaking with to do after hearing my speech?
● What outcome do I hope to achieve?

 
 

Create Your Speech – Use the material from your outline to create your speech.  Take each of 
your bullets and expand upon each by writing out each in full.

How you can complete your speech:
● Write a sentence about each bullet.
● Take each sentence and connect them together adding additional phrases as needed to create a 

flow.
● Review your speech and clean up your phrases be sure to remove any jargon and use everyday 

language instead.
● Edit what you have written to remove any unnecessary words.  Remember you only have 30 

seconds to deliver your message.
● Work to limit your speech to 90 words long.

Source: http://leadershiphacking.com/?p=529
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 Tips in Creating a GREAT Elevator Pitch
 

An Elevator speech is a brief statement about who you are, what your business is, and why it is 
special. The idea is this: If you were in an elevator with a potential business investor and you had 

only 30 seconds or an elevator ride to make a memorable impression, what is it that you could 
say to make an impact?

 
We are all asked, from time to time, what exactly it is that we do. Sometimes it’s at a cocktail 
party or a business meeting. Having a sharp, intriguing statement ready makes the difference 
between being remembered and being forgotten. You never know which simple conversation 

may lead to that big deal, and I say that from experience.
 

Your elevator pitch must have a hook. “I own a flower shop downtown” doesn’t sound as good 
as “I’m a floral artist who designs with vibrant flowers grown around the world”.

 
A good elevator pitch doesn’t try and be all things to all people. Rather, it conveys a clear idea in 
a short amount of time. It might be a few sentences, but no more than a paragraph or so. Keep it 

under 30 seconds.
 

Say it out loud. When you practice delivering your elevator pitch verbally, not only will you 
become good at delivering it naturally when necessary, you’ll also see immediately which words 
or phrases are too long or too awkward, and you’ll end up creating something that targets exactly 

what you need to communicate.
We all add in unnecessary words when we’re writing: saying something requires you to be clear, 

brief, and to the point. Which is exactly what an elevator pitch should be!
 

An effective elevator pitch always comes from your heart and your head. It must be interesting 
and intelligent, and it should have in it – excitement for your work, interest in others and should 

sound natural.
 
 

source http://www.balancedbusinesswomen.com/blog/10-tips-in-creating-a-great-elevator-pitch
(slightly modified for floral industry)
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